AKΛ Centennial Less Than One Year Away

Jeremy Slivinski, Beta Nu ‘96 (VA Commonwealth) Executive Director

Alpha Kappa Lambda is unique in that its members have the opportunity to celebrate its Centennial milestone...twice! In 2007 members celebrated the 100th anniversary of the founding of the Los Amigos, the predecessor organization from which AKΛ was formed. In 2014 the institution will celebrate the official formation of the Alpha Kappa Lambda Fraternity.

The historic event will commemorate what began on April 22, 1914, when members and guests of the Los Amigos gathered at the Shattuck Hotel and 66 men signed a charter establishing the Alpha Chapter of Alpha Kappa Lambda at the University of California. Since that fateful day, thousands of men on more than 100 college campuses have joined AKΛ.

In April 2014, AKΛ’s Centennial Celebration will officially kick-off where it all started – at the Hotel Shattuck. The name has changed, and the building has been renovated, but the location remains the same. On Friday April 25, 2014, the National Fraternity will host a banquet in the same room where AKΛ’s founders signed the first charter. Additional events will be held throughout the weekend in the Bay area.

For alumni who cannot make it to Berkeley, there will be opportunities to attend more than a dozen regional events planned throughout the spring and summer around the country. Planning for these events is underway, and the National Headquarters still needs local volunteers to help make them a success. Alumni who would like to volunteer to help or coordinate an event should contact Cody Pritchard at cody@akl.org or 317-564-8003.

Centennial celebrations will conclude at the National Conclave held July 30 - August 1, 2014, in Indianapolis, Indiana. The program will include multiple alumni receptions, a ritual featuring 100 initiates to honor 100 years and tours of the new National Headquarters building.

“This is going to be a great opportunity to come together as a brotherhood and celebrate what it means to be a member of Alpha Kappa Lambda,” explained National President Bryant Gatrell, Gamma Alpha ’91 (Missouri). “We hope to see you at one of AKΛ’s many Centennial events! Details will be available at www.akl.org as it comes together – just click on the Gold Centennial Coin on the home page!”
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I marvel at how quickly my first year has gone as National President of Alpha Kappa Lambda. So much has been accomplished by our chapters with the help of our National Headquarters Staff, National Executive Council and Foundation.

At the Norfolk Conclave, we set forth a plan to strengthen our Fraternity through smart growth and expansion. The cornerstone of this plan hinged on growing our current chapters, establishing “anchor chapters” at large college campuses and re-establishing chapters that are currently dormant.

As you’ll read in more detail in this newsletter, results have been fantastic and the Fraternity is thriving. In light of this growth plan, we have expanded our Headquarters staff to eight members to ensure that every chapter receives an average of 14 days of face-time with their Chapter Services Consultant.

To support staff efforts, we have developed three new strategic volunteer sub-committees of the NEC:

- **Volunteer Development Committee** – tasked with supporting chapter advisors and Corporation Boards, and made up of experienced chapter advisors and corporation board presidents.
- **Membership Education Committee** – tasked with reviewing and updating undergraduate membership education and leadership development with a focus on creating programs that prepare our members for a competitive job market.
- **Alumni Connections Committee** – tasked with expanding our alumni chapters and supporting regional alumni events.

I hope that by engaging more brothers in this type of committee work, we will better serve all undergraduate and alumni brothers. If you are interested in joining a committee, please contact the National Headquarters.

As AKL’s Centennial approaches, we have much to be proud of and much to look forward to. However, in the words of Robert Frost, we have “miles to go before we sleep.” I hope that all brothers will use this special time in our history to renew their connection to AKL and their fellow brothers, and remember that membership in our Fraternity is an affiliation that is binding for life.

---

**GreekLifeEdu Changes Behaviors**

For nearly ten years, new members of Alpha Kappa Lambda have engaged in the online learning tool, GreekLifeEdu. GreekLifeEdu (GLE) is designed to educate fraternity members about high risk behaviors often associated with college students and fraternal organizations. The program is used by numerous fraternity and sorority headquarters and a campus-based version, AlcoholEdu, is utilized by campuses across the country.

Part one of GLE consists of three modules covering alcohol abuse and misuse, hazing and sexual assault. Members begin by completing an initial survey and pre-test and conclude by completing a second survey and exam to test knowledge gained. Part two of GLE is completed 30 days later and consists of a brief overview of the first three modules and a final survey evaluating behavioral change. New members are expected to complete the program during their new member period.

“GreekLifeEdu plays an integral part in Alpha Kappa Lambda’s overall Risk Management Program,” explained Membership Education Chairman Guy Davis, Beta Nu ’84 (VA Commonwealth). “The Fraternity believes that our members’ experiences should be fun and educational, but more importantly, safe. Educating our students on high risk behaviors and general safety has made Alpha Kappa Lambda one of the safer extra-curricular college experiences in the country.”

GreekLifeEdu implementation is made possible by a generous grant from the AKL Education Foundation.
Record Membership Growth in 2012-2013

Jeremy Slivinski, Beta Nu ’96 (VA Commonwealth)
Executive Director

Alpha Kappa Lambda finished the 2012-2013 school year in one of the strongest membership positions in its history. Over 692 new members signed their bid to join AKL last year, tying a record set over 20 years ago. Each chapter recruited an average of 18 new men (two above the national average of other NIC institutions), and the Fraternity’s average chapter size is up to 47 men (five above the NIC national average). On many of the campuses AKL operates on, it is the largest fraternity on campus.

Alpha Kappa Lambda is not just adding new members to current chapters, we are adding new chapters to college campuses around the county. This year AKL grew from 31 to 38 chapters by re-establishing Kansas State (Iota), New Mexico State (Alpha Alpha) and Missouri (Gamma Alpha). New colonies were added at Dalton State, Penn State-Abington, Southern Arkansas and Valdosta State.

At the 2013-2014 school year begins, six chapters are involved in “Chapter Recruitment Coaching,” a pilot program initiated by AKL that includes Recruitment Boot Camp Training lead by industry experts and ongoing expert recruitment coaching. Chapters are paying for this program up front with the opportunity to be reimbursed by the National Fraternity upon completion and confirmed results.

Over 30 chapter and colony presidents attended the 2013 Clark-Thompson Presidents’ Academy January 4-6, 2013, in Carmel, Indiana. Those in attendance took part in training and leadership development and were able to interact with the National Headquarters staff. The event is paid for by a generous grant from the AKA Education Foundation and its donors.

Lambda Chapter President Andrew Potter, Lambda ’12 (Emporia State) stated, “I liked the ability to talk to all the other presidents to find as much information about what works so well for them. Even though some of the chapters were huge in comparison to our 37 members, I can still use a lot of the advice and tips they have to offer.”

This year, the curriculum had an increased focus on scholarship as well as proper social media usage, OmegaFi chapter financial management training and crisis management. Each president also had the opportunity to meet one on one with their respective chapter consultant.

Beta Psi Chapter President Austin Melott, Beta Psi ’11 (Missouri State) noted, “It was a fun and educational weekend. After leaving the conference, I felt 100% more prepared for the job ahead of me.”

Clark-Thompson Presidents’ Academy Trains Top Chapter Leaders

Kirby Neumann
Director of Development, AKA Foundation

Chapter presidents attended the President’s Academy in Carmel, Indiana, in January.

Alpha Kappa Lambda by the Numbers

- 692 New Members in 2012-2013
- 18 Average New Member Class Per Chapter
- 47 Average Chapter Size
- 38 Chapters & Colonies

“Right now, AKA is poised to hit its expansion goal of 40 active chapters by the end of Spring 2014,” said Chapter Recruitment Consultant David Dooley, Gamma Beta ’09 (Alabama). “With good fortune and hard work, AKA plans to continue to set records this academic year.”
Foundation Takes Steps Toward the Future
Bill West, Iota ’70 (Kansas State)
Alpha Kappa Lambda Education Foundation President

The Alpha Kappa Lambda Education Foundation is active in the process of renewing alumni connections and generating support for the educational priorities of the Fraternity - priorities such as scholarships, leadership training and chapter-based educational resources. As President of the Foundation Board of Directors, this is my top priority.

The Foundation is proud to have taken a leadership role in securing the new National Headquarters, and to generate resources needed to host the Clark-Thompson President’s Academy each year. Still, more can be done if we had additional resources. We have ambition to grow the support the Foundation provides for members to participate in various educational opportunities and to award more scholarships, reward excellence and attract top notch recruits.

To better serve our student and alumni constituents, the Foundation is in the process of updating its policies and procedures. The results we believe will increase AKL’s fundraising potential and better recognize the important individuals who advance our institution each year.

We are assisted in this process by OmegaFi, a nationally renowned Greek-focused firm with experience optimizing the efficiencies of fraternity and sorority foundations. Also, the Foundation has hired its first staff member, Kirby Neumann, to serve as Director of Development. Kirby will work with the Foundation and OmegaFi to oversee all Foundation operations and fundraising activities.

The Foundation has made progress in recent years, and it would not have been possible without the generosity of those who donate each year to AKL. Thank you. If you have any questions about the AKL Education Foundation, or how you can help, please contact Kirby Neumann at kirby@foundation.akl.org. Your leadership counts!

AKΛ Opens New National Headquarters
Jeremy Slivinski, Beta Nu ’96 (VA Commonwealth)
Executive Director

For nearly 30 years Alpha Kappa Lambda had been leasing space to operate around Indianapolis, Indiana. A few years ago, the Fraternity took a big step and moved five miles north to Carmel, Indiana, into new office space acquired by the Alpha Kappa Lambda Education Foundation. The Fraternity now leases the property from the Foundation providing revenue the Foundation can use for scholarships, grants and other educational purposes.

The new 2,200 square foot office provides enough space for eight full-time staff members. The reception area displays important memorabilia including a frosted glass window etched with images of the Founders. A glass display case houses various jewelry items, awards and valuables from AKL’s past.

The board room sets a reverent tone for the building and features portraits of past national presidents along the wall. The building also includes executive offices and a print shop where “the Truth and the Word” is produced.

The National Headquarters has an open door policy for all brothers who wish to visit and tour the building while in the area. To schedule a visit, contact the office at 317-564-8003.
Congratulations to the 2012-2013 Andrews’ Scholar Award Recipients

"Andrews’ Scholars" is the Honor Roll for brothers of Alpha Kappa Lambda. In order to be recognized as an Andrews’ Scholar, chapter members must earn a 3.5 or higher grade point average and must be registered as full-time students. The following Andrews Scholars show tremendous dedication toward AKA’s third ideal – Scholarship.

Kurt William Abo, Alpha Phi ’09 (Idaho)
Brad Temple Abrams, Alpha Alpha Phi ’09 (Idaho)
Steve Lavern Allen, Gamma Delta ’10 (Montevallo)
Justin Michael Arsement, Gamma Delta ’10 (Montevallo)
Dalton Lawson Cagle, Gamma Beta ’11 (Alabama)
Wesley Franklin Cooner, Gamma Beta ’09 (Alabama)
Killion Lovelight Cross, Gamma Delta ’08 (Montevallo)
Jeremiah Todd Cunningham, Gamma Beta ’12 (Alabama)
Steven Kyle Dean, Gamma Beta ’11 (Alabama)
Conner James Joseph Downey, Gamma Beta ’11 (Alabama)
Matthew Bernardino Duarte, Upsilon ’10 (N. Colorado)
John William Ferrell, Gamma Beta ’12 (Alabama)
Michael David Fisher, Gamma Delta ’09 (Montevallo)
Justin Casey Fogel, Upsilon ’12 (N. Colorado)
Brandon Michael Gilley, Beta Nu ’10 (VA Commonwealth)
Stephen Austin Hamnerle, Gamma Beta ’10 (Alabama)
Brandon Edward Tyler Hawkins, Alpha Phi ’12 (Idaho)
Christopher Lee Hilliard, Gamma Beta ’08 (Alabama)
Benjamin Brickman Holt, Beta Nu ’12 (VA Commonwealth)
Andy Francis Ivy, Alpha Phi ’09 (Idaho)
Benjamin Kaiser, Gamma Delta ’12 (Montevallo)
Jacob Patrick Kartes, Alpha Phi ’09 (Idaho)
Derek Nelson Kennedy, Gamma Delta ’11 (Montevallo)
Dustin Nelson Kennedy, Gamma Delta ’11 (Montevallo)
James Kinney, Gamma Delta ’12 (Montevallo)
Hilbert Jack-Hayden Kopplin, Arkansas Delta Colony (Arkansas)
Eric David Laures , Psi ’11 (Iowa State)
Maximus Kenneth Lightning, Alpha Phi ’13 (Idaho)

Congratulations to Executive Director Jeremy Slivinski, Beta Nu ’96 (VA Commonwealth).

Brother Slivinski was recently surprised by his Alma Mater Virginia Commonwealth University with a special recognition. Brother Slivinski traveled back to campus this fall to provide the keynote address for the Fall Greek Convocation. After his keynote to the Fraternity and Sorority Community it was announced that the Outstanding IFC Chapter of the year award would be named the “Jeremy Slivinski Outstanding IFC Chapter of the Year Award.” The Fraternity and Sorority Community provided this honor due to Brother Slivinski’s undergraduate and continued alumni involvement with his chapter and the VCU community as well as his overall continued involvement in the Interfraternal world. Brother Slivinski shared the following, “It was a surprise, an honor and something I am very humbled by. I just do what I believe I committed to do as a member of AKA. There are dozens of people that have supported me over the years and this recognition should reflect their mentorship and contributions too. Thank you to VCU and the Fraternity and Sorority Community.”

Cole James Lohman, Alpha Phi ’09 (Idaho)
Ian MacBeth, Gamma Beta ’10 (Alabama)
Levi P. Madison, Beta Nu ’12 (VA Commonwealth)
Kyle Hunter Martin, Beta Nu ’12 (VA Commonwealth)
Kevin James Martinez, Alpha Phi ’10 (Idaho)
Brent C. Mauldin, Gamma Delta ’11 (Montevallo)
Clark Richard Maxwell, Gamma Delta ’09 (Montevallo)
Griffin Taylor May, Alpha Phi ’11 (Idaho)
Khyree Mccorkle, Psi ’13 (Iowa State)
Patrick Conley Mclaughlin, Beta Nu ’12 (VA Commonwealth)
Ian Michael Murphy, Alpha Phi ’11 (Idaho)
Cheyene Joseph Nickerson, Alpha Phi ’08 (Idaho)
Nicholas Brandon Pelly, Gamma Beta ’09 (Alabama)
Tom Long Phan, Gamma Delta ’10 (Montevallo)
Jeremy Kane Roberson, Beta Nu ’12 (VA Commonwealth)
Kyle McKeon Saunders, Beta Nu ’11 (VA Commonwealth)
David Tyler Singleton, Gamma Delta ’12 (Montevallo)
Benjamin Samuel Smith, Gamma Beta ’11 (Alabama)
Troy Thornton, Beta Chi ’10 (George Mason)
Kevin Vincent, Alpha Phi ’11 (Idaho)
Brandon Wade, Alpha Phi ’11 (Idaho)
Jeron Darnell Walker, Gamma XI ’12 (Clayton State)
Grant Michael Wills, Gamma Beta ’11 (Alabama)
Mark R. Wisinger, Beta Chi ’11 (George Mason)
Nicholas Woski, Gamma Beta ’12 (Alabama)
National Headquarters Staff

Executive Director
Jeremy Slivinski, Beta Nu ’96 (VA Commonwealth)
exdir@akl.org

Assistant Executive Director
Jeffrey Szumanski, Gamma Iota ’04 (Eastern Michigan)
jeffrey@akl.org

Coordinator of Member Services
Ann Gilchrist
nhq@akl.org

Coordinator of Education & Events
Cody Pritchard, Lambda ’07 (Emporia State)
cody@akl.org

Chapter Services Consultant
Ryan Steele, Penn State Abington Colony ’13
ryan@akl.org

Chapter Recruitment Consultant
David Dooley, Gamma Beta ’09 (Alabama)
david@akl.org

Chapter Service Consultant
Tim Mallory, Gamma ’11 (Illinois)
tim@akl.org

Chapter Service Consultant
Caleb Rotton, Beta Phi ’07 (Auburn)
caleb@akl.org

Director of Development
Kirby Neumann, CFRE
kirby@foundation.akl.org

Around ΑΚΛ

ALPHA (CALIFORNIA)

Alpha Chapter is in the process of recolonizing. Tom Healy from Recruitment Boot Camp is on the ground at UC Berkeley with staff members to recruit a core group of elite men. As our Centennial approaches, the Alpha Chapter hopes to be re-established by Summer 2014.

GAMMA (ILLINOIS)

This past year, Gamma held a pasta dinner for ΑΚΛ’s national philanthropy, These Hands Don’t Hurt. In addition Gamma brothers participated in two blood drives and raised over $1,400 in support of Cystic Fibrosis research.

Gamma has hired a professional property management company to maintain the high quality of the house. This fall, Gamma’s house occupancy will exceed 75%, surpassing the university fraternity average. Gamma plans to be over 110 members strong by the end of this school year.

DELTA (KANSAS)

In 2012-2013 Delta Chapter received awards in every category at the University of Kansas’ annual Greek Awards Ceremony. These awards included recognition in New Member Development and Education, Risk Management and Legal Liability, Academic Performance, Community Awareness, Chapter Management and Leadership and Campus Engagement. The chapter also played in the Greek League Championship game for intramural basketball.

Delta also launched the inaugural Ethos Week, a six-day philanthropic project featuring a different event each day to benefit multiple organizations throughout the community. Over $1,000 was raised to benefit Cystic Fibrosis and the local Willow Domestic Violence Center. 100 pounds of canned food and seven bags of clothing were also collected and donated to the Lawrence Community Center.

Academically, Delta has implemented an individual tutor program to ensure that brothers reach their full potential. Membership and recruitment is at an all-time high. The active membership now sits at more than ten times the colonization...
The Alpha Kappa Lambda Education Foundation is always working to find ways to better benefit the Fraternity's students and alumni. To that effect, a restricted fund has been established for every chartered Alpha Kappa Lambda Chapter. Alumni can now directly impact their chapter by making a gift to the Foundation and designating it to their restricted fund. Donated funds can be used to award chapter scholarships or fund various other educational opportunities. To make a difference today, visit www.givetoakl.org and choose your chapter in the “designate my gift” menu. You can also learn more by contacting Director of Development, Kirby Neumann at 317-721-2042 or kirby@foundation.akl.org.

**GAMMA ALPHA (MISSOURI)**

Gamma Alpha grew membership from 16 to 35 attracting new members with a broad range of majors and disciplines. More than $1,000 was raised for These Hands Don’t Hurt. The chapter is actively seeking help from alumni and will be holding a networking get-together early in the fall. They produce a monthly newsletter for members and alumni.

**GAMMA BETA (ALABAMA)**

The Gamma Beta Chapter completed major renovations to the house, including new floors and paint. Chapter leaders

continue on page 10

**MEMBERS OF ALPHA RHO AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS EL PASO**

Hands Don’t Hurt and hosted the 2013 AKA Northeast Regional Conference in August.

**UPSILON (NORTHERN COLORADO)**

Upsilon raised more than $1,000 for These Hands Don’t Hurt. The chapter also had one of the most successful recruitment years in recent history.

**PSI (IOWA STATE)**

Psi Chapter’s 16 members are involved in a total of 22 different clubs and organizations. This year for These Hands Don’t Hurt, the men worked with the Margaret Sloss Women’s Center on campus. They also participated in Take Back the Night by marching through Greek Land to raise awareness for sexual assault on college campuses. Over the summer, Psi completed a quarter million dollar renovation to the chapter facility that included the installation of a sprinkler system, new doors and new driveways.

**ALPHA ALPHA (NEW MEXICO STATE)**

The brothers of Alpha Alpha are devoting their effort to fall recruitment. They also paired up with Zeta Tau Alpha last year for the annual Race for the Cure to raise awareness for breast cancer.

**ALPHA ZETA (NORTHWEST MISSOURI)**

This year marks Alpha Zeta’s 50th anniversary. Several brothers were able to attend the UIIFI leadership training program. Also, Alpha Zeta recently completed renovations to its house including a new kitchen, patio, windows, siding, roofing and renovated bathrooms.

**ALPHA LAMBDA (NORTHERN ILLINOIS)**

This past year, Alpha Lambda won the Paddy Murphy softball tournament and the Campus Stroll competition. At the last Conclave, Alpha Lambda was recognized with the President’s Award for fixing their financial circumstances and clearing all of their debt.

**ALPHA RHO (TEXAS EL PASO)**

Alpha Rho won last year’s Greek Week. Events included a talent show, school spirit competition, and various athletics. The chapter also donated over 1,000 pounds of food to the West Texas Food Bank.

**BETA NU (VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH)**

The chapter reached recruitment goals for both the Fall 2012 and Spring 2013 semesters and maintained good standing with VCU’s IFC. Six brothers were on the Dean’s List last semester. Beta Nu placed second in VCU’s Greek Games and placed first during Greek Week.

**SIGMA (CENTRAL MISSOURI)**

Sigma Colony raised $5,000 for various charitable purposes, including $1,400 for cystic fibrosis research and $2,500 for St. Baldrick’s. The colony recruited 22 new members who are excited to keep pushing for excellence. Sigma hopes to charter within the next school year.

**TAU (PENN STATE)**

During the spring semester, Tau Chapter recruited 10 pledges and met its goal of 15 new members for the year. In February, brothers began what has become a life-changing relationship with the Seth Wooldridge family, a local family touched by pediatric cancer. Tau raised nearly $12,000 for pediatric cancer research and patient care as a participant in the Penn State IFC/Panhellenic Dance Marathon. The chapter also “adopted” Dave and Elaine Schuckers, a local elderly couple. In addition, Tau held various philanthropy events at the chapter house for These Hands Don’t Hurt and hosted the 2013 AKA Northeast Regional Conference in August.

**ETA (WASHINGTON STATE)**

Eta Chapter exceeded its recruitment goal for the previous year. They also worked with Alpha Phi Chapter to clean up an adopted highway. Eta acquired their previous chapter house and will be officially recognized by the University during the upcoming semester.

**IOTA (KANSAS STATE)**

Iota Colony recruited and pledged 15 new members. All of them have taken an active role in growing the organization. The men had an enthusiastic showing for Greek Week, and worked with Alpha Chi Omega sorority to raise over $550 for a local women’s shelter through These Hands Don’t Hurt. The Iota Colony is looking forward to building on the successes of the past year.

**LAMBDA (EMPORIA STATE)**

Lambda Chapter received the IFC award for highest GPA (both Active Members and New Members awards) for Fall 2012. It was second highest on campus overall, placing behind first place by only a few hundredths of a point.

Lambda recently celebrated its five year re-chartering in April and is currently working on a new five year plan to increase its stability on campus. Philanthropically, Eta held its annual Date Auction for S.O.S. to raise awareness for the homeless. Brothers also volunteered at Laps for Landon, a local charity raising funds and awareness for Cystic Fibrosis.

**Now You Can Designate Your Gift to the AKL Education Foundation to Your Chapter**

The Alpha Kappa Lambda Education Foundation is always working to find ways to better benefit the Fraternity's students and alumni. To that effect, a restricted fund has been established for every chartered Alpha Kappa Lambda Chapter. Alumni can now directly impact their chapter by making a gift to the Foundation and designating it to their restricted fund. Donated funds can be used to award chapter scholarships or fund various other educational opportunities. To make a difference today, visit www.givetoakl.org and choose your chapter in the “designate my gift” menu. You can also learn more by contacting Director of Development, Kirby Neumann at 317-721-2042 or kirby@foundation.akl.org.

**GAMMA ALPHA (MISSOURI)**

Gamma Alpha grew membership from 16 to 35 attracting new members with a broad range of majors and disciplines. More than $1,000 was raised for These Hands Don’t Hurt. The chapter is actively seeking help from alumni and will be holding a networking get-together early in the fall. They produce a monthly newsletter for members and alumni.

**GAMMA BETA (ALABAMA)**

The Gamma Beta Chapter completed major renovations to the house, including new floors and paint. Chapter leaders
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2012-2013 AKL Fund Donors

Thanks to the generosity of 273 alumni, students, parents, friends and corporate partners, the Alpha Kappa Lambda Education Foundation raised $67,896.70 between July 1, 2012, and June 30, 2013.
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Chris Scheig

Friend of the Foundation Circle
$1 - $120

Alpha
University of California-Berkeley
Mr. Carney James Campion 1949
Mr. Ronald J DeFields 1957
Mr. W. Paul Foster 1957
Mr. Dennis F Ghiaggi 1957
Mr. Gregory Francis McGinity 1986
Mr. James Lyon Rubin 1948

Beta
Stanford University
Mr. Robert M Gardner 1947
Mr. John C McKeeley 1954
Dr. Robert R. Thompson 1965

Gamma
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Mr. William Bruce Ballantyne 1964
Mr. Aaron J Bruder 2011
Mr. Ralph D Butler 1951
Mr. William Roger Carlson, Jr. 1980
Mr. David I Dow 1957
Mr. Erik Berlanga Eggertsen 2011
Mr. John Edward Fucik 1946
Mr. Gary G Gray 1949
Mr. David A Gruneold 1967
Mr. Steven Jay Grossman 1974
Mr. Matthew Wayne Hanks 1991
Mr. Michael James Hutchinson 2011
Mr. Richard L Wasson, PhD 1951
Mr. William N Zartman 1953
Mr. David Eugene Zunkel, MD 1967

Delta
University of Kansas
Mr. Richard Ray Campbell 1977
Mr. Eric H Hahn 1980
Mr. Donald Lee Hefflin 1956
Mr. H. David Zerfas 1954

Eta
Washington State University
Mr. Dylan Fitzgerald 2012
Mr. Ronald K Johnson 1942
Mr. Mark Richard Prudhon 1985

Leave a Legacy with a Planned Gift

There are many ways to leave a legacy that will sustain Alpha Kappa Lambda that do not involve large, up-front, cash donations. Remembering AKL through a deferred/planned gift can offer many advantages to help you meet your overall financial goals while allowing you to leave your mark on the Fraternity.

If you have included, or would consider including, the AKA Education Foundation (or your chapter) in your estate plans, please contact Director of Development, Kirby Neumann at 317-721-2042 or kirby@foundation.aKL.org.
Mr. Michael Dimock Smith, Il 1992
Mr. Clifford Franklin Tye 1955

Theta
University of Washington
Mr. Gordon F Fall, MD 1958
Mr. Andrew Dean Lecoq 1956

Iota
Kansas State University
Mr. Jerry A Friesen 1952
Mr. Travis William Gillmore 1989
Mr. Fred G Sprang, Ill 1966

Kappa
Purdue University
Mr. Thomas Wayne Atkinson, PhD 1980
Mr. Christopher Leon Dial 1997
Mr. Joseph Patrick Drabik 1997
Mr. Dominic Raphael Ebbe 1994
Mr. Ian Gareth Fox 2006
Dr. Theodore Alan Gebhard 1967
Mr. Richard Keith Gilchrist 1953
Mr. Dale C Hesterman 1954
Mr. Gary Winne Rush 1978
Mr. Terrance W Ryan 1957
Mr. Charles A Skira 1969
Mr. Williams John Thiele 1969
Mr. Mark William Timke 1988
Mr. Earl Dana York 1947

Lambda
Emporia State University
Mr. John Efton Alfrey 2009
Mr. Clyde Kenneth Bell, Jr. 1956
Mr. John Francis Leis, CSW 1958
Mr. Brenton Thomas McCoy 2008
Mr. Frank J Moffitt 1961

Mu
The Ohio State University
Mr. Eric Joseph Floehr 1990
Mr. Nicholas Robert Gilliot 1990
Mr. Carl Albert Huetther 1958
Mr. Robert H Kaufman 1952
Mr. Thomas Aaron Robbins 1956
Mr. James William Roberts 1958
Mr. Ronald E Tietz, CLU 1954

Xi
Truman State University
Mr. Ronald Franz Hesselschwerdt 1956
Mr. James Dean Thompson 1961

Omicron
University of the Pacific
Mr. Glenn Warren Hoiby 1955
Mr. Gregory S Lathrop 1968
Mr. Charles Thomas McGinley, Ill 1956
Mr. Robert John Golo 1967
Mr. David T McCoy 1961
Mr. Tappan G Merrick 1970
Mr. Jon C Schueler 1977
Mr. William Kirk Warnock, Jr. 1969

Rho
Eastern Illinois University
Mr. Harvey Allen Hurst 1959
Mr. Keith G Lyon, PhD 1970
Mr. Don L Tolliver, PhD 1959

Sigma
University of Central Missouri
Mr. Robert Alan Duvenick 1971
Mr. William J Huhmann 1989

Tau
Pennsylvania State University
Mr. Paul Andrew Burack 1986

Mr. Justin Allan Luzar 1989
Mr. Jay C Fownall 1957
Mr. Phil K Roth 1969
Mr. Wayne A Seely 1963
Mr. Ralph Frank Wackenhut 1967

Upsilon
University of Northern Colorado
Mr. Gary Ray Bockway 1960
Mr. Eric Joseph Gregg 2010
Mr. Aubrey Dallas Martin 1963

Phi
Oregon State University
Mr. Donald Glen Enstrom, PE 1973

Chi
California University of Pennsylvania
Mr. Leonard Keller 1960
Mr. Roger A McGary 1960

Psi
Iowa State University
Mr. George Lewis Grovert 1969
Mr. Bruce Alan Smith 1979

Alpha Alpha
University of Arizona
Mr. Edward Peter Dowdall 1972
Mr. Charles A Pomeroy 1961

Alpha Beta
University of Arizona
Mr. Donald Dean Brader 1965
Mr. Ryan Michael Gray 2000
Mr. Robert Louis Kosonog 2010
Mr. Miles Allen Mitchell 2009
Mr. John Leonard Murawski 1966
Mr. Mark John O’Toole 1980

Alpha Eta
McNeese State University
Mr. David C Elks 1968

Alpha Theta
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Mr. Douglas Kent Baade 1987
Mr. Jason E. Mundstock 1990

Alpha Kappa
Colorado State University
Mr. Gary Warren Baccus 1969
Mr. David Lee Cady 1967
Mr. Charles A Duernich 1968

Alpha Lambda
Northern Illinois University
Mr. Richard H Bonney 1964
Mr. Kevin Patrick Camden 1992
Mr. Allan Leroy Eyre 1966
Mr. Robert John Golo 1967

Alpha Mu
University of Arkansas-Fayetteville
Mr. Jack Alan May, PhD 1966
Mr. Stephen L Nipper 1968

Alpha Omicron
University of Colorado Boulder
Mr. Harry E Hefty, PT 1968

Alpha Rho
University of Texas-El Paso
Mr. Joshua Acevedo 2009
Mr. Larry Candelaria, Il 1967
Mr. Alejandro Ortiz, Jr. 2009

Alpha Sigma
University of New Mexico
Mr. William Ralph Barry 1968

Alpha Upsilon
Nebraska Wesleyan University
Mr. John Howard Conley 1972

Alpha Phi
University of Idaho
Mr. Benjamin Jared Cook 2008
Mr. Andrew Taylor Dahlquist 2009
Mr. Jordan Luke Harper 2011
Mr. Robert John Hopper 2009
Mr. Jacob Patrick Kartes 2009
Mr. Grayson Alan Robert Stone 2009
Mr. James Vernon Voyles 1968

Beta Gamma
Sal Ross State University
Mr. Danny Lee Ross 1970

Beta Kappa
Southern Illinois University At Carbondale
Mr. David Mark Levitan 1975

Beta Mu
Winona State University
Mr. Phillip Daniel Hunt 1982

Beta Nu
Virginia Commonwealth University
Dr. David Michael Berman 1987

Beta Pi
University of Southern Indiana
Mr. Ronald Ray Allen, Jr. 1991

Beta Rho
Elon University
Mr. William Allen Kapela, Sr. 1990

Beta Tau
Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville
Mr. Christopher Cody Bagwell 2010
Mr. Ryan Andrew Frese 2011
Mr. Jason Thomas Reinbold 1999

Beta Psi
Missouri State University
Mr. Austin Terrill Melott 2011

Gamma Beta
University of Alabama
Mr. Jonathan David Cook 2000
Mr. Steven Charles DeLeonard 2008

Gamma Gamma
Rutgers State University of New Jersey
Mr. Keith Andrew Golo 1997
Mr. Jonathan Daniel Sackett 1997

Ways to Give
Alumni and friends can make a gift to the AKA Education Foundation using a variety of outright, pledged and planned giving methods. Some of the more popular giving methods and vehicles are outlined below. Foundation staff is available to hold a confidential consultation to discuss these options in more detail:

- Bequest
- Bonds
- Cash
- Charitable Trust
- Check
- Corporate Matching
- Credit Card
- IRA Transfer or Beneficiary Designation
- Life Insurance
- Money Order
- Pledges
- Retirement Plan Beneficiary Designation
- Stock

Add your name to the list of men supporting Alpha Kappa Lambda by visiting www.givetoakl.org today, or by contacting Kirby Neumann at kirby@foundation.akl.org
Job Board Available on myAKΛ

AKA has launched an online Job Board within myAKA. This helpful communication tool allows those with access to myAKA to add a resume via a LinkedIn account, post jobs, search for jobs, mark jobs and people as “favorites” and search for prospective employees based on details within those individuals’ LinkedIn resumes (industry, skills, location, etc). Users also have the ability to save specific criteria and receive notifications when new people or jobs appear in those saved searches.

“This tool provides a great networking opportunity for recent graduates looking for work and alumni seeking to hire brothers. I hope to see brothers taking advantage of this useful tool,” said Executive Director Jeremy Sliwinski, Beta Nu ’96 (VA Commonwealth).

To use this powerful networking tool, alumni must create their myAKA profile by visiting www.akl.org, and clicking on the “myAKA Sign In” button located in the top right hand corner of the screen. The Job Board is available in the Communications menu within myAKA.

Around AKΛ continued from page 7

restructured the entire recruitment system to align with the model they learned through the Recruitment Boot Camp program. In December, Gamma Beta hosted an event for St. Baldrick’s and broke its previous record of community service by logging 1,500 hours.

GAMMA DELTA (MONTEVALLO)

Last year Gamma Delta won Greek Week and received the Campus Involvement Award. Two of its members were inducted into the Order of Omega. One brother was named Mr. Montevallo, and another was selected as the leader of College Night Gold Side. The chapter also competed in and won several philanthropy events, including Delta Gamma’s Eggstravaganza and Alpha Delta Pi’s Amazing Race.

GAMMA LAMBDA (TEMPLE)

Gamma Lambda once again won the IFC Chapter of the Year award. In addition to raising money for AKΑ’s national philanthropies, Gamma Lambda held events to raise money for the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and the Philadelphia Police Survivor’s Fund. Gamma Lambda also collaborated with other Greek organizations on campus for the annual Pay-it-Forward Week to host block cleanups, clothing drives and other activities to help improve the North Philadelphia area. Overall, brothers donated 1,185 community service hours. Brothers currently hold the President and Vice President positions on Temple’s IFC.

GAMMA THETA (BOISE STATE)

The Gamma Theta Chapter at Boise State has superseded its national and local recruitment goals for the first time in years. In addition to maintaining good standing with the university and National Headquarters, the chapter currently holds the title of oldest established fraternity on campus. Through These Hands Don’t Hurt, Gamma Theta raised funds for Boise’s Women and Children’s Alliance.

GAMMA XI (CLAYTON STATE)

Gamma Xi has the largest and most diverse chapter on Clayton State’s campus. Two brothers received recognition as Andrews’ Scholars.

DALTON STATE COLONY

The Dalton State Colony is the first Greek organization in Dalton’s history. The pinning of new members signified the start of a journey as brothers look forward to growing in the coming year.

SOUTHERN ARKANSAS COLONY

The Southern Arkansas Colony placed second in Greek Week and won the All-Greek Stroll-Off. One of the senior colony members was recently selected as President of the Student Activities Board. In addition, the colony held a cookout to raise $130 for These Hands Don’t Hurt.

VALDOSTA STATE COLONY

The Georgia Delta Colony became the first colonized interracial fraternity on Valdosta State’s campus. Members donated over 100 hours in community service to events including Relay for Life, Adopt-a-Road and the Wounded Wings Children’s Camp.
The following brothers have been reported as joining the Omega Chapter since 8/1/2012:

- Allen F. Agnew, Gamma ’37 (Illinois - Urbana-Champaign)
- Duane Pearson Bachmann, Xi ’61 (Truman State)
- Stanley B Balbach, Gamma ’37 (Illinois - Urbana-Champaign)
- George W. Bassett, Zeta ’63 (Michigan)
- Ernest Parke Baxter, Kappa ’47 (Purdue)
- Richard D. Caldwell, Xi ’76 (Truman State)
- Richard E. Conway, Alpha ’60 (UC-Berkeley)
- W. Gene Corley, Gamma ’55 (Illinois - Urbana-Champaign)
- Peter D. Couch, Gamma ’49 (Illinois - Urbana-Champaign)
- William V. Cundiff, Xi ’54 (Truman State)
- Robert Wells Darter, Alpha ’51 (UC-Berkeley)
- Elmer W. Ellsworth, Epsilon ’28 (Wisconsin-Madison)
- Stephen R. Golseth, Rho ’61 (E. Illinois)
- Albert Randle Hansen, Eta ’35 (Washington State)
- William H. Hatcher, Xi ’61 (Truman State)
- Barton L. Hinkle, Kappa ’43 (Purdue)
- Arthur P. Hoffmann, Epsilon ’33 (Wisconsin-Madison)
- William E. Hosken, Beta ’40 (Stanford)
- Patrick Conan Hughes, Phi ’72 (Oregon State)
- Ned Phillip Jenne, Eta ’60 (Washington State)
- Arlen Lloyd Kennedy, Alpha ’57 (UC-Berkeley)
- Daniel Ross Kramer, Gamma ’64 (Illinois - Urbana-Champaign)
- Ronald Gerald Kucharski, Beta Tau ’07 (S. Illinois-Edwardsville)
- Frederick L. Lager, Iota ’72 (Kansas State)
- Stanford E. Lehmbart, Delta ’50 (Kansas)
- Glenn F Leslie, Xi ’54 (Truman State)
- Robert Lionel Lewis, Omicron ’61 (Pacific)
- James George Madden, Gamma ’00 (Illinois - Urbana-Champaign)
- Harris Walter Mainster, Xi ’59 (Truman State)
- Benjamin John Matthews, Beta Psi ’98 (Missouri State)
- John McArdle, Alpha Alpha ’65 (New Mexico State)
- John T. McCullough, Gamma ’52 (Illinois - Urbana-Champaign)
- Patrick G. McFadden, Lambda ’65 (Emporia State)
- Eugene Parris Nottingham, Delta ’58 (Kansas)
- Harold James Orr, Xi ’64 (Truman State)
- Elmer M. Ott, Lambda ’52 (Emporia State)
- Thomas P. Perry, Xi ’58 (Truman State)
- Richard M. Pierce, Eta ’56 (Washington State)
- Kenneth Eugene Probasco, Xi ’60 (Truman State)
- Dwight Clifton Reel, Gamma Beta ’09 (Alabama)
- Douglas Earl Scudamore, Gamma ’62 (Illinois - Urbana-Champaign)
- Donald Eugene Smith, Iota ’53 (Kansas State)
- Grant Roy Smith, Alpha Lambda ’65 (N. Illinois)
- George Lee Thomas, Kappa ’46 (Purdue)
- Peter James Valletutti, Xi ’58 (Truman State)
- Ronald Lee Walker, Alpha Delta ’62 (Fort Hays State)
- Eugene Edward Wiggins, Xi ’58 (Truman State)
- Harry E Wolcott, Alpha ’49 (UC-Berkeley)
- Eugene R. Yoder, Kappa ’43 (Purdue)
- Victor W. Young, Alpha ’42 (UC-Berkeley)
- Craig Richard Zais, Iota ’67 (Kansas State)
Help us keep our alumni records up-to-date! Edit your member profile online at www.akl.org, or clip this form, place it in a stamped envelope and send to: Alpha Kappa Lambda (2060) PO Box 2187, Columbus, GA 31902.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Initiation Year</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City/State/Zip</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>E-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Centennial Celebration Countdown**

Alpha Kappa Lambda's Centennial Celebration begins in less than one year! Planning is underway for events across the country. Your help is needed to make this a success. If you would like to volunteer or coordinate an event in your area, please contact Cody Pritchard at cody@akl.org or 317-564-8003. Read more about the Centennial inside!

**Connect With AKΛ**

Connect with Alpha Kappa Lambda and other alumni by joining our various social networks. View and share photos on Facebook, catch the latest buzz on Twitter, grow your professional network on LinkedIn and personalize your AKΛ experience at myAKΛ.

- [www.facebook.com/AKLFraternity](http://www.facebook.com/AKLFraternity)
- [twitter.com/AKLFraternity](http://twitter.com/AKLFraternity)
- [my.linkedin.com/groups?home=&gid=114400&trk=anet_ug_hm](http://www.linkedin.com/groups?home=&gid=114400&trk=anet_ug_hm)

myAKΛ: An innovative, efficiency-enabling tool that networks our membership, myAKΛ is a chapter’s communication portal and to go-to place for AKΛ resources for undergraduates and alumni alike. To establish access, visit [www.akl.org](http://www.akl.org), click on “Sign IN” and choose “Establish Access.”